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Service Request 15251
Service Request 15251 requested the modification of TCT edits to allow Title Code Usage code 'L' for MSP titles (Personnel Program Code '2').

Programs

PPCTTCIE
PPCTTCIE is the transaction edit program for the Title Code PPPTCI table. It has been modified to allow Title Code Usage 'L' for Title Codes with a Personnel Program Code of '2'. Title Code Usage code 'L' is still rejected for Academic titles (Personnel Program Code 'A').

Test Plan
This release was tested at UCOP by performing before and after tests.

1. Load a Title Code Table. JCL(LOADTCT) can be used to load the test Title Code Table subset of the PPPCTL tables.
2. Create Title Code Table Change transactions to change the Title Code Usage to 'L' for Title Codes with Personnel Program '2' and 'A'. Create Title Code Table Add transactions with Title Code Usage 'L' and 'T' for Title Codes with Personnel Programs '2' and 'A'. CARDLIB(TESTUSAGE) provides test transactions for the released Title Code Table.
3. Run the previous version of PPCTTCIE from PPP004 to process the test transactions. The released JCL(RUN004A) reads a Run Specification Record in CARDLIB(SPEC004N) which requests a non-update
mode run of PPP004. If this is used, step 4 is not necessary. Confirm that all transactions or sets of transactions attempting to update with a Title Code Usage of 'L' were rejected. See REPORTS(PPP0100A).

4. Reload the Title Code Table, if necessary.
5. Install this release version of PPCTTCIE.
6. Run PPP010 and PPP851 to update the message text for 01-282.
7. Rerun PPP004. The released JCL(RUN004B) reads a Run Specification Record in CARDLIB(SPEC004U) which requests an update mode run of PPP004. Confirm that all transactions or sets of transactions attempting to update with a Title Code Usage of 'L' for Academic titles were still rejected. Confirm that all transactions or sets of transactions attempting to update with a Title Code Usage of 'L' for Personnel Program Code '2' were accepted. Confirm that the new message text for 01-282 was displayed. See REPORTS(PPP0100B).
8. Check the Title Code Table List report (PPP00433) and confirm that the rejected Title Code adds and changes do not appear. Confirm that the Title Code Usage 'L' values are reported for the accepted Personnel Program '2' transactions.

**Installation Instructions**

1. Install the modifications to program PPCTTCIE.
2. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link Batch program PPCTTCIE.
3. Bind the plan for PPP004.
4. Run PPP010 to update the VSAM System Messages Table for message 01-282. The transactions in CARDLIB(MSGPROD) can be used, or key from the msgprod.pdf facsimile form.
5. Run PPP851 to update the DB2 System Messages Table (08).

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Not Urgent. However, it is possible for TCS to release transactions for Title Codes with Personnel Program '2' and a local Title Code Usage 'L'. They will be rejected if this release has not been installed. So far, this situation has only occurred at UCLA for UCOP specific Title Codes.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0468.
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